ARCHANGEL MICHAEL, co-holder (with El Morya) of the 1st Ray the Divine Will of God, on behalf of the angelic kingdom. Michael is the overseeing Force of Power through Non-attachment and wields the Sword of Light as its spiritual instrument. Michael is concerned with bringing human souls self power (power within, not over) through letting go of self denial, emotional attachments, and fears such as need and dependency. Michael represents one consciousness, that of Power - which make up the fundamental human life force.

Lord Archangel Michael is a Magnificent Being of Light and major Archangel. His duty is to inform the many Archangels how best to carry out Mother/Father God's divine Plan. Lady Faith is his Twin Flame.
**Hilarion** is connected to the Green Ray - Healing - Heart Chakra - concrete science, knowledge and research, which is connected to the Temple of Truth. He is helping to bring in the scientific aspect of the New Age. He is particularly teaching us to use our mental powers and drop seed thoughts of the new technology and scientific ideas into receptive minds. He works to help us expand the mind and bring new consciousness and spirituality into all areas of scientific discovery. He stands for accuracy justice, common sense and upright attitudes and works particularly with mathematicians, scientists, inventors, musicians, chemists, electricians, engineers, surgeons and researchers. He represents the highest galactic confederation of our solar system in Saturn. In a previous incarnation he was Paul the apostle. He works with Archangel Raphael.

**Ascended Master El Morya is the Chohan of God's Blue Ray of Protection, Faith, and the Will of God. He was embodied as the Patriarch Abraham and as king Arthur of the Camelot Sagas.**

**El Morya** is the Chohan of the blue ray First Ray, connected to the Temple of the Will of God. El Morya was embodied as Abraham, the wise man Melchior, Arthur, king of the Britons, Akbar, greatest of Mogul emperors, Thomas Moore, El Morya Khan, the most renowned of the Tibetan mahatmas. El Morya came originally from Mercury and is a member of the White Brotherhood. He works with Archangel Michael and is the Chohan or master of the first ray, which is blue and governs power and will, drive, confidence and strength. He works with rulers, executives, public servants, the military, sports people and those who are commanders.

Blue Ray - Throat Chakra. Working to transform the aggressive human from domination to the will to do good. Head of all Esoteric Schools.
Abraham  The patriarch Abraham, "father of many nations," was called the "Friend of God." The LORD God called Abraham out of Ur of the Chaldees and promised Him "I will make of thee a great nation." Abraham is now the Ascended Master El Morya.

Lady Master Nada

Ascended Lady Master Nada tutors souls in mastering these qualities in the solar-plexus chakra, and helps them prepare to receive the Holy Spirit’s gifts of speaking in tongues and interpretation of tongues. In addition, she is known as the unifier of families and twin flames. The word Nada means the voice of the silence, and also a receding of the personality into the nothingness, giving way to the Christ Self. Nada is a Messenger of the Lord Meru and received training in His retreat. She is of the Third Ray. Nada has a certain cosmic authority for the incoming age. Healing is one of Her actions or services to mankind. She is one Who directs healing to the mankind of Earth. She uses a Pink Flame for some of Her work. Nada is a member of the Karmic Board and represents the Third Ray in that body. Her symbol is a pink rose.

Nada also serves on the Karmic Board—a group of eight ascended masters and cosmic beings who dispense justice to this system of worlds, adjudicating karma, mercy and judgment on behalf of every soul. Through both these offices in the Great White Brotherhood (chohan and member of the Karmic Board), she teaches the path of personal Christhood by expressing love through ministration and service to life. She assists ministers, missionaries, healers, teachers, psychologists, counsellors at law, professional people, public servants in government as well as those devoted to serving the needs of people in every branch of human and health services. You will also find her at the side of businessmen and -women, blue-collar, skilled and unskilled workers, farmers, ranchers, defenders of freedom and revolutionaries of love in every field.

In Atlantis Nada served as a priestess in the Temple of Love. In other embodiments, she was a lawyer and expert in the defence of oppressed souls. In her final incarnation 2,700 years ago, Nada was the youngest of a large family of exceptionally gifted children. Archangel Charity appeared to her at an early age and taught her how to draw God's love from the flame in her heart and to radiate it into the nature kingdom for the blessing of all life. He also taught her to radiate it into the chakras of her brothers and sisters, so that by a heightened inner awareness they might bless others and uplift earth’s culture through the arts.

Lady Master Nada’s etheric retreat is located over Saudi Arabia.
Djwhal Khul, also called "The Tibetan," was a beautiful master who achieved liberation under master Kuthumi's guidance. He is profoundly learned, knowing more about the seven rays and the spiritual hierarchy than perhaps any of his peers. He channeled wisdom works to Alice Bailey, a modern leader of the Theosophical Society. With Kuthumi and El Morya, he works diligently for our enlightenment. Djwhal Khul is known as The Tibetan who channeled the mighty esoteric works to Alice Bailey. He works under Lord Kuthumi and is a very learned being, working specifically to help us to move forward into the Golden Age. He is one of the most accessible of the Masters of Shamballa. Also known as Master of the 2nd Ray of Love and Wisdom. He was known to materialize, dematerialise and bi-locate. He works to balance energies and make them easily accessible to all. Shortly after leaving the earth plane in the late 1800's he began working with El Moyra, Kuthumi and St. Germain to assist them.

Lord MAHA CHOYAN

It was He that enfolded Jesus in His Cosmic Flame at the time of the baptism by John the Baptist, endowing Jesus with His powers. It was His action when the Holy Spirit descended upon the Disciples ten days after Jesus' Ascension; that was the radiation from the Lord Maha Chohan. He enfolded them in His Cosmic Flame which gave to them the assurance, courage, strength and power to carry on the teaching and works of Jesus. “The Comforter” referred to is the Lord Maha Chohan. The first Maha Chohan who came with the first root race in the beginning established the Flame of the Holy Spirit and the Comfort Flame here on Earth. The three Maha Chohans of the first root races have each gone on with Their race. Feminine Beings have held this position. The Maha Chohan is at the head of the Elemental kingdom; and is the authority over manifestations in nature. He draws and supplies the energy used in all nature and by mankind. He is the magnet to draw that power from the Sun. He directs the various forms of culture and civilizations through the minds of embodied individuals so as to unfold and develop according to the divine plan. The Maha Chohan is the One Who gives the first breath to every new born child; He also
takes the last breath of every individual as he passes on. It is said that the great Ascended Being, who is now the Lord MAHA CHOHAN, was embodied as HOMER, the blind poet.

KUTHUMI

Yellow Ray - Solar Plexus. Kuthumi was the chohan or master of the second ray, which governs Divine love, wisdom and truth and understand. He is a member of the Brotherhood of Golden Robe, those who take on the pain of world. He has an etheric retreat at Machu Picchu. In past incarnations he was Pythagoras, bringing in sacred geometry and the music of the spheres. He is said to have been the wise
man Balthazar, Pythagoras, Shah Jahan (who built the Taj Mahal), John (the apostle of Jesus), St. Francis of Assisi, Casper (one of the three Wise Men) and Koot Humi Lal Singh, a native of India educated at Oxford. He works with Archangel Jophiel, and helps to touch people with wisdom & illumination, tact, foresight, consideration and friendliness. He works particularly with teachers, students, architect, ambassador and the artistic. Kuthumi is an old associate who started contacting Madame Helena Blavatsky, one of the founders of the Theosophical Society, back in the nineteenth century. Kuthumi currently communicates with numerous adherents, and his messages can often be read in "New Age" publications.

Melchizedek

Melchizedek is an ancient cosmic being in charge of the order of Melchizedek. This brotherhood organizes the Mystery School, which holds the secrets of God, the Universe and the true history of the planet, and is working to establish heaven on Earth. Jesus was a high priest in the Order of Melchizedek. All humans belong at some level to this order.

Lady Portia
Lady Portia, the beloved twin flame of St Germaine, is one of the Lords of Karma representing the Seventh Ray on that Board. She became Spokesman June 27, 1954, in honour of SAINT GERMAIN having become the presiding Master for the next two thousand year cycle. She holds the balance of mercy and judgment. She helps those who want to balance heart and head. She will also help those who judge and criticise others from the lower mind to raise their energy to their heart centre and be loving towards themselves and others. You may apply in meditation to the Lords of Karma for release of personal or collective karma. If you do this, ask if karma may be released on every level - physical, mental emotional and spiritual, in every dimension and in every reality and universe. Lady Portia is one who frequently offers grace. One can call to Her for assistance in legal action. Her electronic pattern is the Maltese Cross.

Quan Yin, the great goddess and Mother of Compassion, loved and revered throughout Asia. A beautiful expression of Divine Mother. Mercy means there is more assistance given through love than through merit earned. Following her ascension Kwan Yin turned back to save others and made this pledge - "Never will I seek, nor receive, private individual salvation, never will I enter into final peace alone, but forever and everywhere will I live and strive for the redemption of every creature throughout the world from the bonds of conditioned existence". Kwan Yin is associated with the earth, fertility, and birth, and healing. She has also brought forth the energies of Magnified Healing. Quan Yin is known as the Goddess of Compassion and is often depicted riding on a dragon. She is the eastern counterpart of Mother Mary and she works to balance the feminine energy. She is one of the Lords of Karma representing the sixth ray. Isis carried the same 'mother energy' in Egyptian and Hinduism, Shakti (Vishnu's wife), Pavarti (Shiva's wife) and Sita (Rama's wife). Her proper name is Kuanshih Yin and means "She who harkens to the cries of the world". She is honoured in Japan and China. A Celestial Bodhisatva and Ascended Master.
Serapis Bey, an ascended master associated with Luxor in Egypt, who holds open the Temple doors on the etheric level, and is one of the great teachers of ascension on the planet. Serapis Bey originally came from Venus and is the Keeper of the White flame. He works with Archangel Chamuel on the ray of compassion and is the only Ascended Master who works with the Seraphim. He has an ascension seat Luxor. In past incarnations he was a priest in Atlantis and was the Pharaoh Akhenaton IV and also Amenophis. He is the master of the third ray, the yellow ray of active, creative intelligence, helping to bring perfection, focus and independence to artists, musicians, peacemakers, philosophers and metaphysicians. He works to balance and activate artistic beauty in all areas of life. He helps with personal initiations. - Red Ray - Root Chakra

Sanat Kumara

The Ascended Masters have worked with mankind throughout the centuries. Most of the time in the past the Ascended Masters have worked in the background. There were some Ascended Masters who have assisted mankind such as Sanat Kumara. also known in the Bible as the "Ancient of Days", by some He is known as the "Lord of the World".

Sanat Kumara came ages ago to give assistance to the Earth when it would have been dissolved otherwise. He offered His own free will to supply the Light required to sustain the Earth and keep the Earth in the system until enough so mankind could be raised to a point where they could carry the responsibility of emitting sufficient Light.

Sanat Kumara, also called "The Ancient of Days" and "youth of endless summers." From Venus, he has assisted humanity from the lighter realms perhaps longer than any other master. He has also been the
"planetary logos" for Earth, its prime overseer. Sanat Kumara is the Planetary Logos, apparently the greatest of the Avatars. He is the God of this Universe and He oversees ascension initiations in the inner planes. He has an Ascension seat in Shamballa, over Gobi Desert, where you may ask to go in meditation.

Vywamus - the higher self of Sanat Kumara. Vywamus is the higher self of Sanat Kumara. Sanat Kumara is the Master of Shamballa, also known as The Ancient of Days. Vywamus is reported to have had 32 lives in a physical existence in another galaxy, one of which included being a channel. An expert in communication and channelling Vywamus is specifically focusing the energies of joy, laughter and self love to aid Earth and humanity in their evolution to higher consciousness. A very high frequency energy bringing profound wisdom on a mass level concerning the relationship between humanity and our planet Earth. Assists in the Ascension Process. He is very much concerned with the Ascension of planet Earth. Ascension is achieved by increasing the amount of Light and the amount of Love that your cellular structure can hold. This Light and this Love is flowing from the Source.

The Ascended Masters have worked with mankind throughout the centuries. Most of the time in the past the Ascended Masters have worked in the background. There were some Ascended Masters who have assisted mankind such as Sanat Kumara. Also known in the Bible as the "Ancient of Days", by some, he is known as the "Lord of the World".

Sanat Kumara came ages ago to give assistance to the Earth when it would have been dissolved otherwise. He offered His own free will to supply the Light required to sustain the Earth and keep the Earth in the system until enough so mankind could be raised to a point where they could carry the responsibility of emitting sufficient Light.

Also known by the following names:

The Seed
The Great Sacrifice
The One Initiator
The Voluntary Exile
The Silent Watcher
Maha-Guru
The One Kumara
The Lord of Flame
The Ancient One
The Mighty Lord of Fire
The Point of Blue within the hidden diamond
The Root-Base (relating to the Earth as the base center)
The Son of Will and Yoga (the first ray Monad—the first ray Rishi)
The One Set Apart (as all initiates are set apart)
The Tree (the chain of Hierarchy)
The Ever-Living-Human-Banyan
The First Hierophant
He who changes form, yet remains ever the same
Lord of the Sacred Isle (or Shambhalla)
The First of the First
The One and the Supreme
The Youth of Eternal Summers
The Youth of Endless Summers
The Youth of Timeless Aeons
The Light of Life Itself
The Wondrous One
The Lord of Venusian Love
The Great Kumara within the Flaming Sword
The Peace of All the Earth
Fountainhead of the Will of the Planetary Logos
Jagan-Natha, Sanskrit for Lord of the World. ("Jagernath" is the common pronunciation. Hence the word: "juggernaut," irresistible force.)
Lokapati and Locan'tha, the Lord of the World
Vishnu Krishna
Padmapani Chenresi (the lotus-bearer) or Avalokitesvara
Chenresi Vanchug, the powerful and all-seeing
Protector of Tibet
Savior of Humanity
Chantong, he of the 1,000 eyes
Jigten-gonpo, Protector and Savior against evil

Hermes, the Interpreter
Sanat Kumara is thus the incarnation of our Planetary Logos, the manifestation of the Lord of the Ray of our Earth Scheme. He keeps the world together in His awareness and in one sense, is the source and root of that which we call human consciousness. It is He who makes human evolution and initiation possible.

The planetary Logos is the initiator of the four kingdoms via Sanat Kumara and the three Buddhas of Activity, initiating each kingdom via one of these Kumaras. Thus Sanat Kumara is the initiator for the fourth, or human, kingdom. Thus of all the Kumaras, the most important to us is the one named Sanat Kumara, or Highest Kumara.

Also known as:

- The Ancient of Days
- Regent Lord of the World
- Karttikeya
- Skanda
- Kumara
- Hierarch of Venus
- Ahura Mazda
- One of the Seven Holy Kumaras, Who have over millions of years given much of Their Light, Love, and Life to assist in the forward evolution of Earth into Freedom's Star! Their Flames are intricately woven, at every level, into the very structure of our being.

MAITREYA
Maitreya, whose name is derived from the Sanskrit maitri, meaning universal love, is known to Buddhists as the embodiment of loving kindness. Some believe this planetary master was Krishna, and that he inspired the life of Jesus. Maitreya is a Buddha, working diligently behind the scenes to enlighten humanity and birth the age of light. He is the planetary Christ who overlit Jesus during his lifetime and is the head of the Great White Brotherhood. Lord Maitreya was an incarnation of Krishna. He works to enlighten humanity and bring in the new Golden Age. Lord Maitreya is the being who holds the office of the Christ-Grid frequency for our planet. This is the new grid system of higher evolution. He is the head of the Spiritual Hierarchy and is often called the "Master of Masters". He has served this position for 2500 years and is an aspect of Jesus/Sananda.

METATRON

Lord Metatron: One of major Archangels, as well as Chief Elohim. Assigned by Mother/Father God to be in charge of this present Creation, which is sixth of ten Creations provided for by Divine Plan. He is the twin brother of the angel Sandalphon. He was Enoch in an earthly incarnation. From the "Keys of Enoch", Metatron is called the Almighty Eternal Lord and Divine Voice of the Father. Considered the Creator of the outer worlds, a teacher and guide to Enoch and creator of the Keys. He is also a co-worker with Zoroaster.

The patriarch Enoch, who "walked with God," was the Messenger of Sanat Kumara, the Ancient of Days, spoken of in the Book of Daniel. In the Book of Enoch, Enoch records the revelations of Sanat Kumara on the true nature and deeds of the fallen angels.

St. Germain
Ascended Master Saint Germain's Cosmic Name is "Freedom". He is the Cosmic Father of the people of America. Saint Germain's work for the freedom of mankind began in that civilization seventy thousand years ago; when a whole civilization could have been raised into the Ascension had they continued to give obedience instead of becoming rebellious.

Saint Germain's most recent work with mankind came forth in the 1930's. He worked with Mr. & Mrs. Ballard to establish the focus on the "I AM" Presence. Through the Ballards, Saint Germain and other Ascended Masters gave dictation's. These green covered books became the 'I Am' series.

Saint Germain is Chohan of the Seventh Ray, the violet ray, of freedom, alchemy, justice, mercy and transmutation. He is the sponsor of the United States of America and the hierarch of the age of Aquarius, who comes bearing the gift of the violet flame for world change. He tutors and initiates souls in mastery of the seat-of-the-soul chakra, preparing them to receive the Holy Spirit’s gifts of prophecy and the working of miracles.

Two of his well-known embodiments were Christopher Columbus and Merlin the magician, a spiritual adept who has unfortunately been mythologized. In a series of recent embodiments from the prophet Samuel to Francis Bacon, Saint Germain was the all-pervasive mind, laying the empirical foundation for an age of enlightenment, pushing back the barriers of limitation in the physical and spiritual sciences. As Roger Bacon he directed and inspired devotees of the sacred science, then in his embodiment as Saint Germain, the Wonderman of Europe, he out pictured the quintessence of the alchemists’ dream for all to see.

The Ascended Master Saint Germain teaches that the highest alchemy is the transformation of one’s human consciousness into the divinity of the Higher Self. He stands ready to assist all souls in this endeavour. He has also said he would release the technology of the Aquarian age when the nations shall have put behind them the destructive uses of science and religion to accept the challenge which lies at the heart of both, which is for man to enter his heart and the nucleus of the atom and to harness from both the unlimited spiritual and physical resources to establish the golden age.

His etheric retreats are located over Transylvania in Romania and Table Mountain in Wyoming. He wrote in cipher, "I trusteth all to the future and a land that is very far towards the sunset gate....I keep the future ever in my plan, looking for my reward, not to my times and countrymen, but to a people very far off, and an age not like our own, but a second golden age of learning."
Having discovered the continent and encouraged its colonization, he must also insure a proper foundation for the new nation. Saint Germain stood by George Washington throughout the Revolution and during the winter at Valley Forge. His past efforts in initiating the society of Freemasons had enflamed many of the key figures of the Revolution. General Washington, Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, John Hancock, Benjamin Franklin and as many as fifty-three out of the fifty-six signers of the Declaration of Independence were all members of the Masonic order, whose principles had guided them in founding the new nation. Further, Saint Germain called for the signing of the Declaration of Independence, directed the writing of the Constitution and anointed Washington first President of the United States.

America was secured as the land of opportunity and Saint Germain devoted himself to the raising of the consciousness of her people.

Our beloved Saint Germain and his twin flame, the Ascended Lady Master Portia.

Violet Ray - Crown Chakra

---

**MOTHER MARY**

Mother Mary, who volunteered before her birth to bring Jesus to the world. Also called "Mother of the World." A beautiful, powerful ascended master of great love, wisdom and compassion. She protects women and children and intercedes in healing. One of her past incarnations was Isis, when she instructed initiates in the Mystery.

This miraculous photograph of the blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God, appeared when a man developed a print of a photo of the clear horizon and sky at Padre Pio’s Shrine, San Damiano, Italy. (Mary was a beautiful Jewish lady). More copies can be obtained from Sister Ruth, 7 Cedar Rd., Oxbey, Hertfordshire, England. Copyright Please write to confirm this address is still current.
Jesus Christ, Jesus the Christ - because of the fullness of manifesting the Christ Self, "Only Begotten Son of God", Lord and Saviour (Saviour), Incarnation of the Word, the Universal Christ (the Word Incarnate), Cosmic Christ, World Saviour (Saviour), World Teacher, Yeshua, the Messiah of Israel, Avatar of the Piscean Age - the example of the Christ Consciousness that was to have been out pictured in that two-thousand year Dispensation, World Teacher (since January 1, 1956), Formerly - Chohan of the Sixth Ray until December 31, 1959, when beloved Lady Master Nada fully took on the Office of Chohan of the Sixth Ray, Holds the Office for this evolution of the "Only Begotten Son" - and therefore the Representative not only of that Universal Christ but also of the individual Holy Christ Self. Responsible for: Ruby Ray, Purple and Gold Ray, Resurrection Flame, Twelve Legions of Angels from the Heart of the Father/Mother God, Angels of Peace, Angels of Love, Angels of the Ruby Ray, Angels of the Purple and Gold Ray, Angels of the Resurrection Flame.

Jesus Christ is known as Sananda in the inner planes. He is the Master of the sixth ray, the ray of abstract idealism and devotion, which is indigo. During His incarnation as Jesus, he was a high priest in the order of Melchizedek and was overshadowed during His life by Lord Maitreya. He also had lives as Adam, Enoch, Jeshua, Joshua, Elijah and Joseph of Egypt. He works with Archangel Uriel to bring peace, brotherhood, service and freedom to people. Many missionaries, lawyers, public servants, social workers, blue collar workers, farmers and business people are on this ray.

Sananda is the risen name (spiritual identity) of the physical human known as Jesus of Nazareth. The spiritual mentor who ensures that, ultimately, our evolutionary path and spiritual growth is sustained in accordance with our souls' highest spiritual aims. To do so, his energy is in contact with each of us at all times, guiding us from the higher realms to embrace self-loving choices and actions in our daily lives and improve our understanding and practice of Unconditional Love. This beloved master has showed
humanity that death can be overcome and that love, forgiveness and compassion are our true nature. "What I have done you can do and more". Like all great masters Jesus did not come to be worshipped, he came to teach humanity how to become Christ like.

Jesus and St. Germain

Helios

Helios - the sun being. Vesta is his Twin Flame
Lord Gautama - the Buddha, was one of the great enlightened ones. He taught detachment and the middle way. The Buddha represents the wisdom energy while Christ is the love energy and they are brother\sister equal energies. Ascended 2500 years ago, Buddha "gave it all up" to find meaning in life and the reason why some suffered so much. It was during a meditation under the Bodhi Tree that he received Enlightenment. Buddhism was formed out of his Teachings.

Some incarnated Gurus on Earth
Pictures of various Ascended Masters can be obtained from: (Please check they are still operating.)

http://www.touchedbylight.co.uk/Pages/Ascension/Ascended_Masters_A_to_Z.htm

1. Joanna Cherry's site has pictures of the Masters for sale  http://sacredimages-ami.com/ascendedmasters.html

2. The Heritage Store. PO Box 444 Virginia Beach VA 23458 – 0444 USA (Please contact to get details of pictures of Ascended Masters and a price list.)

3. Asc. Masters pictures may be available from 'Earthworks' in Poole, Dorset. UK Email: earthworksuk@aol.com

4. For many beautiful visionary pictures, contact English artist - Keith English ‘Oakapple’ Lanhams Building, High St., St Ives. Cornwall. UK TR26 1RS Website: www.keithenglish.com
I'm happy I lost my Job. Now I make $12,000/mo online! See how I do it: WealthResource.org.